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Fundamental Research Questions

• How will people interact with enterprise digital assistants?

• How do we design and train digital assistants to respond to 
enterprise users?



History:

• foundational research
• enterprise user experience 
• mobile
• desktop



Desktop conversational applications involve:

Different user groups
Different contexts of use
Different input methods
Desktop integration
Standard GUI design elements
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Digital Assistants: Conversational HCM
Get things done faster using voice, text, and natural conversation

Guided assistance 
to get answers quickly

Ask common 
HR questions



Case studies

Customer service call center



Example of current interface



New  concept sketch

Link to intelligence 

Chronological event feed

Service request 
details

Logo



How users reacted

“It’s ….shocking”
“Totally different”
“Would require learning”
“Takes some getting used to”
“There’ll definitely be some moanin’ at first”
“It might take more time to use”
“Overall I think I like the current system better”
“Speed is critical, you want fewer clicks”



Enterprise users didn’t perceive the 
conversational interface to be easier.



Why not?

- Visually different
- Terminology different
- Navigate by typing
- Productivity fears
- Translation issues



Case studies

Financial approvals



Example of a current interface



Another example of a current interface



User reactions to digital assistant concept sketch:

“Not on mobile, not a secure way to do it”
“It works for me the way it is.” 
“I need multiple screens open to see all the information I need.”
“I feel more comfortable doing it in the application.”
“Worried. There is constantly news saying not to click on a link on your 
phone.”
“Looks handy and new”
“Can’t use speech in office; financial data is private.”



Usage preferences and nice-to-have

If needed, communicate with requestor by chat, email, phone
Would need conditional info from DA depending on use-case
Use spreadsheets for tracking
Must maintain high security 
Like to  use multiple screens  
Need payroll integration
Would like it to do work-saving tasks that relieve managers of 
repetition.
Should be able to answer policy questions



Case studies

Conversational assistant for 
application suite



Example of a current interface



New concept



User reactions

“I rarely use the search.”
“There are few tasks that I do very often from the home page.”
“There are too many [company] tools, and jumping from one to 
another is complicated…”
“I don’t know what [product] calls what I’m looking for.”
“In the past it hasn’t been easy to find where I need to go and get 
something done.”
“It’s super-efficient.”



User preferences

Keyword responsiveness
1-step resolution
Deep and wide search integration with non-suite apps and websites
Speedy performance



Summary

Enterprise workers need to make the transition from click and pick to 
text and talk for conversational assistants to be well-received.

If enterprise applications integrate digital assistants into the desktop 
application, standard UI conventions will need to be adapted and 
maintained to optimize the UX.

They will accept and use conversational assistants that improve their 
productivity and relieve repetitiveness and tedium of job tasks.
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